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Wrist Access Heart Catheterization  ■  Advanced Robotic Technology  ■  Healing Art Works

breaking ground.. .
The Tower expansion projecT Unveiled



 

CALENDAR
ongoing

Hospital programs & support : The Chester County Hospital 

and Health System offers various types of programs, courses, support 

groups and fundraising events. Here are a few of the many opportu-

nities that will be taking place in the upcoming months.

Screenings
Blood Pressure 

CanCer risk evaluation – 
610.423.4556

CardiovasCular  Heart 
traCks™ – May 23

Falls risk – 610.431.1852

Hydration – 610.431.1852

PeriPHeral vasCular  
disease (Pvd) – 610.738.2771

skin CanCer – June 12 & 13 
610.431.5644

stroke  – June 19

&Fundraisers

Support          Groups
CanCer

CardiaC disease

CHroniC lung disease

CroHns and Colitis

iCd (deFiBrillator)

diaBetes

gluten intoleranCe

insulin PuMP

MaCular degeneration

Parkinson’s disease

 

Wellness Events whether you have a chronic health 
condition or want to improve your 
eating habits for your own personal 
and physical well-being, we have the 
expertise and the programs in place 
to help you.

nutrition Counseling

suPerMarket tour

tHe undiet diet

WeigHt Matters

WeigHt Matters – 
MaintenanCe Class

WHy WeigHt? get  
HelP losing tHose  
PregnanCy Pounds

             nutrition and weight  Management
           

Young Bones, Old Bones,  
Bones to Last a Lifetime – May 9

May Festival* – May 18-20

Reversing Pre-Diabetes – May 23

Polo Cup* – june 10

Challenge for Cancer Bike Ride* – june 17

Reversing Pre-Diabetes – june 18

Bones & Joints – june 26

Playing a Round of Golf  
for SHiNE*  – july 16

Gordon Bowker Memorial  
Golf Tournament* – september 17

Chester County Day* – october 6

Dilworthtown Inn Wine Festival* – october 14

FORE Health Invitational with Sean O’Hair* – october 15

SHiNE Gala* – november 3

Diabetes Day  – november 10

*For speCial evenTs  inFormaTion Call 610.431.5329

register online or call  610.738.2300, except where noted.

please note: some programs have a fee.  
pre-registration is required for these programs.

Because enrollment is ongoing, these events  
could potentially be filled.

Dates are subject to change.

www.chestercountyhospital.org/synapse
 

Registration
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Synapse is the award-winning publication  
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health system’s Corporate marketing depart-
ment. The articles provided in this magazine 
are solely for informational purposes. it 
should not be relied on or used in placement 
of a physician’s medical advice or assessment. 
always consult a physician in matters of your 
personal health. 
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i am pleased to 
announce that The 
chester county 
hospital and health 
system is breaking 
ground for a new, 

three-floor patient care Tower. after 
much anticipation, we are now 
proceeding with our 93,000-square-
foot project that will sit adjacent to, 
and parallel with, the hospital’s main 
entrance hall. 

The new Tower will initially house 24 
private rooms with future expansion 
on the remaining two floors that 
will accommodate an additional 48 
private rooms. each room measures 
332 sq. ft. and includes a private bath, 
accommodations for family members, 
state-of-the-art equipment and a flat 
panel television. in addition, the Tower 
project also includes a new vault and 
varian linear accelerator to ensure 
we have a state-of-the-art radiation 
oncology suite. 

Fundraising for this construction 
began in 2005. while the footprint of 
our present project has been adjusted 
to address our most current needs, it is 
important to point out that we would 
not be in a position to expand at all had 
it not been for the generosity of our 
friends and neighbors who participated 
in our capital campaign. i am grateful 
to the employees, physicians, trustees 
and community members who have 
contributed to bringing this milestone 
to fruition.

Thank you for your continued 
support as together we advance the 
vision of The chester county hospital 
and health system.
My best,

Michael j. dUncan

president and ceo

Dear neighbors
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orr Barak, Md 
Department of Medicine, Section of 
Dermatology. dr. Barak graduated from 
the University of pennsylvania school of 
Medicine and completed a residency and 
fellowship at Tufts in Boston. dr. Barak is 
Board certified in dermatology and has 
joined Main line dermatology.

aCTIvE STaFF

  • 
 our new physicians  •

daniel hayes, Md 
Department of 
Surgery, Section of 
vascular Surgery. 
dr. hayes graduated 
from Tulane University 
school of Medicine, 
completed a residency 
at the University of 
Texas southwestern 

Medical center and a fellowship at 
pennsylvania hospital. dr. hayes is 
Board certified in General surgery 
and has joined surgical specialists.

jessica dicerbo, dMd
Department of Surgery,  
Section of Pediatric Dentistry. 
dr. dicerbo graduated from the 
University of pennsylvania school 
of dental Medicine and completed 
a residency at children’s hospital 
of philadelphia. dr. dicerbo has 
joined children’s dental health 
associates.

These physicians hold Medical staff privileges at The chester county hospital but they are not necessarily employees of The chester county hospital and health system. 

        

           To find a Doctor, call  
610.738.2300, or search online at www.
chestercountyhospital.org/synapse.  

cara o’shaughnessey, do
Department of Medicine, Section of 
Endocrinology. dr. o’shaughnessey 
graduated from Michigan state 

University college of 
osteopathic Medicine, 
completed an intern-
ship and residency at 
Mercy suburban hos-
pital in norristown and 
a fellowship at ohio 
University college of 
osteopathic Medicine. 
dr. o’shaughnessey is 

Board certified in internal Medicine 
and has joined Gateway endocrinol-
ogy associates.

jerry lee, Md
Department of Pediatrics. dr. 
lee graduated from UMdnj – new 

jersey Medical school 
and completed an 
internship at Thomas 
jefferson University 
hospital and a resi-
dency at jersey shore 
University Medical 
center. dr. lee is 
Board certified in pe-

diatrics and is part of chop pediatric 
care at The chester county hospital.

dr. Karen pinsky  
named Chief medical  
information officer

Karen pinsky, Md, inpatient 
pediatrics, has accepted 
the role of Chief Medi-
cal Information Officer 
at The Chester County 

Hospital and Health System. dr. pinsky joined 
the hospital’s Medical staff in 1996 and was ap-
pointed Medical director of the children’s hospital 
of philadelphia pediatric inpatient service at The 
chester county hospital in 1998. dr. pinsky has 
been involved with information technology in the 
organization since 2001, and was named Medical 
director of information systems in 2005. dr. pinsky 
will continue as Medical director of the chop 
pediatric program. she will also complete her 
three-year term as the chair of The chester county 
hospital’s department of pediatrics. with this 
change, dr. pinsky is now a member of the  
health system’s senior executive Team. 

dr. andrew murphy  
elected region 2 governor

andrew Murphy, Md, allergy and immunology, 
has been elected Region 2 Governor of the 
Federation of Regional, State, Local allergy, 
asthma and Immunology Societies (RSLaaIS) 
representing allergists in new jersey, pennsylva-
nia, delaware, Maryland, virginia, west virginia, 
ohio and washington, dc. The rslaais is an 
assembly of the american academy of allergy, 
asthma and immunologists consisting of nearly 
70 regional, state and local societies who promote, 
support and advocate for allergist / immunolo-
gists at a grassroots level in providing optimal de-
livery of quality patient care. This assembly assists 
in providing support, tools and effective methods 
to ensure allergist / immunologists are recognized  
as the premier providers of quality a/i care.  

dr. Murphy is the allergy section chief at The 
chester county hospital, president – elect of the 
philadelphia allergy society, Member of the  
Board of regents of the pennsylvania allergy 
asthma association and member of the specialty  
leadership cabinet and house of delegates of  
the pennsylvania Medical society. 

reneita ross, Md 
Department of OB/GYN, Section of 
urogynecology. dr. ross graduated 
from the University of wisconsin school 
of Medicine, completed a residency at 
sinai samaritan hospital in wisconsin 
and University of wisconsin school of 
Medicine and a fellowship at emory Uni-
versity school of Medicine in atlanta. dr. 
ross is Board certified in oB/GYn and is 
in practice in phoenixville.

paul suri, Md 
Department of Medicine, Section of Cardiology. dr. suri 
graduated from the University of Texas Medical Branch in 
Galveston, completed an internship at strong Memorial 
hospital in new York, a residency at Georgetown University hospital and a fellow-
ship at the University of colorado health sciences center. dr. suri is Board certified 
in cardiovascular disease and clinical cardiac electrophysiology and has joined west 
chester cardiology.
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H o s p i ta l  

U n v e i l s  i t s 

tower projec t 

e x pa n s i o n

room to breathe, room to
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Chester County is growing, and it is growing 
fast. There was a 15.1% population increase in the county 

between 2000 and 2010, compared to pennsylvania’s growth of 

3.4%*. increased population creates a greater need for preven-

tive care, emergency medicine and other local medical services. 

The chester county hospital has been carefully watching the de-

mand for services swell over the past 10 years, and is embarking 

on an extensive construction project that will add to the number 

of available beds for neighbors needing acute medical care.

“at the core of the project is the need for beds and spe-

cifically for private rooms,” says Michael j. duncan, president 

and ceo of The chester county hospital and health system. 

“The plan we created addresses that primary need.” in fact, the 

building plans – referred to internally as the Tower project – are 

designed to accommodate 72 private patient rooms in total or 

24 rooms each on three new levels.

with construction already underway since March, the 

93,000-square-foot Tower project will sit parallel to the hospi-

tal’s main north-facing entrance and corridor. it will straddle the 

hospital’s existing loading dock, without requiring the pricey 

movement of soil or removing campus structures, such as the 

maintenance garages. Building above this already-paved loca-

tion for the Tower project will require very little new impervious 

surface to be added and therefore will have minimal impact on 

water run off. plus, there will be less disruption to the hospital’s 

day-to-day functions, specifically to overall traffic flow, the lobby 

or active emergency department (ed) that sits adjacent to the 

hospital’s main entrance.

as chester county’s leading provider of healthcare, the 

hospital is conscientious of the impact any construction would 

have on its current 220 beds or its 28-bed ed unit, which sees 

the highest volume of patients – more than 42,500 in fiscal year 

2011 – among all the hospitals in chester county. no existing 

beds will need to be taken out of service during construction.

“More inpatient beds are needed to help us get our waiting 

patients in and out of the ed quicker,” duncan says. “with the 

new Tower, we will start out opening the top floor with 24 pri-

vate rooms. as our community’s demand for more beds grows, 

we will work toward opening the rooms on the lower two floors.”

The design of the new rooms was created with significant 

input from the hospital’s team of nurses. each room will be com-

prised of three areas – the patient zone, the caregiver zone and 

the family zone.

continued >

PaTIENT ROOM



“nursing really played a huge role in the layout of the 

rooms,” says angela coladonato, rn, Msn, nea-Bc, chief  

nursing officer. “we looked at a lot of evidence-based practices 

in other hospitals and considered what made the most  

sense not only for our caregivers, but also for our patients  

and their families.”

all the rooms will have the capability for the highest level 

of intensive care, so that each floor can be easily modified in 

the future if needed. The first floor to be opened will be an 

additional Telemetry Unit for patients who need continuous 

monitoring of their heart, medications or other instabilities  

that don’t require a respirator. 

“right now, more telemetry beds are our patients’ greatest 

need,” coladonato shares. “on any given day, we have people in 

need of inpatient monitored beds. More and more patients are 

sicker when they arrive at the hospital because of their age or 

because they’ve deferred medical care. They require the type  

of monitoring that can only be done on the Telemetry Unit.” 

The hospital’s current Telemetry Unit has 30 beds, and 

the new construction will provide an additional 24. The extra 

capacity would also allow for the potential of more single-pa-

tient rooms on the original unit. all the telemetry beds will be 

centrally monitored in a large high-tech space in the Tower.  

The technology will have the ability to increase its capacity to 

monitor the current 30 beds, the new 24 beds, plus the even-

tual 48 beds on the other floors.

Years down the road though, patient volumes and health-

care indicators may determine that intensive care, coronary 

care or Maternity beds are a higher priority. The rooms are 

designed to anticipate future modifications, whether it be for 

post-surgical patients or intensive care patients. They will be 

built to code now to accommodate oxygen, suction and other 

gas outlets that could be required later.

other features of the new patient rooms include a large 

window for daylight to foster healing, a recliner for visitors who 

wish to stay, a table and chairs for dining, a flat-panel Tv, free 

internet access, extra space for flowers and get-well gifts, in-

room controls for individual lighting and heat/cooling, and an 

ada-compliant bathroom designed to reduce the risk of falling.

patients will also notice an in-room clinical computer – 

clinical virtual desktop (cvd) – so that their nurses and doc-

tors can update their vital signs, order tests, and administer 

medications right at their bedside for enhanced accuracy and 

safety. (all current hospital rooms are equipped with cvds, too.) 

outside each room will also be another permanent 

workstation for electronic medical record charting. 

each floor will be served by two nursing stations to 

ensure optimal oversight and clinical care manage-

ment, which supports the hospital’s current 1:4 

nurse-patient ratio.

The building’s exterior will be fashioned to com-

plement the hospital’s unique italian architecture, 

incorporating plaster walls, arched openings and 

hipped red clay tiles into the new roof’s site line.  

The area that will connect the Tower with the exist-
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ing building will become the home to roomy family waiting 

areas on each floor with floor-to-ceiling windows. outside 

this space, a “living roof” will be planted with trees and other 

hearty plants to provide a pleasant view for visitors.

duncan concludes, “in time, when all three floors are  

operational and the existing semi-private rooms are con-

verted to private rooms, the hospital’s bed complement will 

increase to 244 beds.”  This addition will address the commu-

nity’s current need – more private rooms – and will provide 

the hospital with the space and flexibility to grow again as 

the community’s health requires it in the future. 

The residents of chester county are not only the benefi-

ciaries of the Tower project but they are also the benefactors. 

neighbors, friends and employees of the hospital generously 

donated more than $25 million for the $45.2 million expan-

sion project. it is only with their support that this next era of 

growth is possible.

Story by Colleen Leonard Leyden and Lisa M. Huffman
Renderings by Ballinger

* Sources: U.S. Census Bureau and  
Pennsylvania Department of Health 

 Linear Accelerator
The Tower project includes the addition of 

a new vault at ground level to house radia-

tion oncology’s state-of-the-art varian linear 

accelerator, a machine that uses electricity 

to form a stream of fast-moving subatomic 

particles creating high-energy radiation to 

treat cancer. Because the existing vault is 

located adjacent to the loading dock and is 

due for an upgrade, vault construction and 

associated costs for the new linear accelera-

tor have been included in the Tower project’s 

work list. construction will not interrupt 

patient treatment. once completed, the old 

linear accelerator will be decommissioned, 

removed and recycled.

The Chester County hospital and health system  5

         More at www.chester-
countyhospital.org/synapse.
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The Tower project is developed with sustainable design 

principles and “green” technology based on the environ-

mentally friendly recommendations of leadership in en-

ergy and environmental design (leed), an internationally 

recognized green building certification system.**

over the past decade, the hospital has been work-

ing toward reducing its overall carbon footprint. it has 

implemented sustainable options for energy, recycling and 

waste reduction.

in the existing building, the plant operations team has 

installed water-efficient plumbing, energy-efficient high-

tech hvac systems, and compact fluorescent lighting. it 

has also added new boiler controls for better air quality 

and variable speed drives on mechanical equipment to 

lessen electrical use. The hospital has converted from no.  

6 oil to clean natural Gas as its primary fuel source.

“we don’t want our patients to notice that there is a 

change. it should feel seamless to them,” says lou Guard-

iani, vice president of support services. “it’s all about 

doing the right thing in the long run for the environment.” 

Fortunately, as the green movement presses forward, 

manufacturers are naturally incorporating sustainable best 

practices into their products, making it more natural to 

make earth-friendly choices.

** Because it is cost prohibitive to apply, the Hospital will not 

seek LEED Certification but rather will direct those financial 

resources toward healthcare services.

design
sustainable

 sUsTainaBle FeaTUres oF  
 The new Tower projecT

•	 more Than 75% oF The ConsTruCTion will Be BuilT on  

exisTing paved surFaCe, whiCh is less Than one aCre, 

Thus minimizing The amounT oF disrupTion To The  

surrounding land.

•	 No	New	parkiNg	lots	are	Needed	aNd	the	impact	oN	 

loCal TraFFiC will Be minimal.

•	 a	“white	roof”	will	be	iNstalled	to	lesseN	the	 

demand on air CondiTioning and iTs assoCiaTed CosTs.

•	 a	vegetated	roof	will	provide	more	“greeN”	 

views and reduCe heaT Build-up.

•	 New	trees	will	be	plaNted	oN	campus	to	replace	aNy	

Trees ThaT were removed

•	 iNterior	aNd	exterior	lightiNg	will	Not	create	glares	

inTo neighBoring properTies.

•	 water-efficieNt	plumbiNg	will	reduce	water	use	by	20%.

•	 eNergy-efficieNt	hvac	systems	will	use	miNimal	or	 

no ozone-depleTing reFrigeranT ChemiCals.

•	 coNstructioN	waste	will	be	resorted,	recycled	 

and reused when possiBle.

•	 wheN	possible,	coNstructioN	materials	will	be	 

purChased From manuFaCTurers wiThin a 500-mile  

radius, Thus reduCing The amounT oF polluTion  

during TransporT. This also supporTs relaTively  

loCal uniTed sTaTes Businesses.

•	 materials	with	recycled	coNteNt	will	be	used	 

when possiBle.

•	 coNstructioN	fumes,	dust	aNd	other	pollutaNts	 

will Be minimized.

•	 paiNts,	carpets	aNd	glues	will	be	low-voc	 

(volaTile organiC Compound).

•	 moNitoriNg	equipmeNt	will	be	iNstalled	to	iNsure	 

Fresh air and healThy BreaThing CondiTions.



a small arTery in The wrisT is making 

a big impaCT on hearT paTienTs

catheterization          transformation

The human heart is a mighty 
wonder. weighing under a pound, it 
pumps away, moving 2,000 gallons of blood 
each day and delivering life-sustaining 
oxygen to every inch of the body, including 
its own muscle. 

like all organs, the heart needs blood 
to stay on the job. But, heart vessels may 
be narrowed by plaque buildup, and if a 
plaque suddenly ruptures and a clot forms 
(as occurs in a heart attack), a vessel may be 
blocked. in these situations, chest symptoms 
and findings on heart tests often lead cardi-

ologists to perform heart catheterization. 
during the procedure, a thin tube is in-

serted into an artery in the groin or arm, and 
a catheter is threaded up the artery to the 
heart. dye is injected so blood flow through 
the heart can be seen on an x-ray (angiog-
raphy). if one or more coronary arteries is 
badly blocked and unreachable, the cardi-
ologist may proceed directly to an interven-
tion to restore blood flow, the most com-
mon being balloon angioplasty and stent 
placement. restoring blood flow can relieve 
chest pain and other symptoms of coronary 
artery disease and, most importantly, can 
save a life or substantial heart muscle during 
a heart attack.

Taking a shorTer  
rouTe To The hearT 
since late 2010, the interventional cardiolo-
gists at The chester county hospital have 
been taking a shorter path to the heart dur-
ing catheter-based procedures. rather than 
the standard route through a large artery in 
the groin, they are using a small artery in the 
wrist as the entry point whenever possible—
a technique called “radial artery access” or 
Transradial access.

although in existence for 20 years, the 
wrist technique was not embraced in the 

United states until recently. That trend is 
changing as research increasingly shows  
that the wrist approach is associated  
with fewer complications and a better  
patient experience. 

achieving better outcomes and higher 
patient satisfaction with cardiac catheteriza-
tion procedures were major goals driving  
the hospital’s commitment to offer radial 
artery access.

“safety was the overriding issue—we 
saw that it was definitely safer to take the 
radial approach,” says interventional cardi-
ologist joseph lewis, Md, who is Medical 
director for the hospital’s interventional pe-
ripheral vascular laboratory and a partner at 
chester county cardiology associates. “But, 
it also is more comfortable and convenient 
for the patient,” he adds.

liMiTaTions
•	 Not	everyone	is	a	candidate;	

a person without good blood 
flow through the other major 
artery to the hand or who has 
had bypass surgery involving 
the radial artery would not be  
a candidate

•	 Requires	specialized	training	
and experience on the part of 
the interventional cardiologist

•	 Venue	challenges;	the	radial	
artery is prone to quirky 
anatomy and can be difficult 
to navigate, and its smaller 
size may not allow use of tools 
needed for some procedures 

radial artery access 
advanTaGes
•	 Lower	risk	of	bleeding	at	the	

access site
•	 Less	bruising	and	discomfort	
•	 Faster	recovery;	patients	can	

sit up immediately after the 
procedure and move around 
quicker

•	 No	need	to	stop	anticoagulant	
therapy (blood thinners), which 
may contribute to a lower risk  
of serious complications such  
as stroke
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poTenTial benefiTs  
The wrisT approaCh
serious heart complications are  
uncommon with cardiac catheterization, 
but major bleeding at the site where 
a catheter is inserted is an important 
preventable problem. studies link major 
bleeding with higher rates of death, heart 
attack and stroke in the 30 days after a 
cardiac intervention. The risk of bleeding 
is higher when the femoral artery in the 
groin is used and when more medicines 
are prescribed to prevent clotting. elderly 
patients, particularly women with a small 
frame or low body weight, also have a 
higher risk of bleeding.

“Bleeding is a dangerous 
complication we need to 
avoid if at all possible,” says 
interventional cardiologist 
Mian jan, Md, chairman of 
the hospital’s department 
of Medicine, president of 
west chester cardiology 
and president of the chester 
county Medical society. he 
notes that a key benefit of 
the radial approach is a low 
potential for bleeding. 

This was clearly shown in 
a recent international study 
in more than 7,000 patients 
undergoing cardiac inter-
ventions to restore blood 
flow to badly clogged heart 
vessels. The study, called 
rival, compared  
the outcomes of taking a 
wrist versus groin approach 
and found that the wrist 
approach reduced the risk 
of major vascular access 
complications by 63%. 

why is bleeding risk 
lower? For one, says dr. jan, 
the radial artery—which is 

the artery pressed when taking a pulse— 
is easy to see and to compress because it 
sits on top of a bone. Therefore, bleeding 
from the radial artery is easier to control 
than bleeding from the femoral artery, 
which lies deeper in the body and is more 
difficult to compress. Furthermore, adds 
dr. jan, with the femoral artery, bleeding 
can occur deep inside the abdomen. “This 
is the most dangerous of all bleeding,” he 
says.

dr. lewis agrees. “with the wrist, there is 
nowhere for blood to hide,” he says.  
“if you are not getting adequate compres-
sion, you are going to know it immediately, 
not after a patient has lost a lot of blood.”

after cardiac catheterization using the 
wrist approach, the sheath is removed and 
an inflatable band, similar to a bracelet, is 
placed over the puncture site to close it. 
with the groin approach, manual compres-
sion over the puncture site is necessary. in 
addition, patients need to lie in bed for at 
least two hours and often longer until the 
puncture site is closed, whereas they can 
sit up immediately after a radial procedure.

dr. lewis notes that rival and other 
large studies suggest that the greatest 
benefits of a radial approach may be seen 
in people treated for an acute heart attack. 
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retired Chester County d.a. joe carroll 
visited his doctor to check on the chest pain he’d 
been having while jogging. it’s a good thing he did 
... a radial access heart catheterization revealed two 
seriously blocked vessels. within 24 hours his heart 
problem was fixed, he was home with just a band-aid 
on his wrist and he felt 10 years younger. Today, he’s 
running again without pain, and has enough energy 
to defer his retirement and return to practicing law. 
To read Joe’s story and see his video testimonial, go 
to www.chestercountyhospital.org/synapse.

 inTervenTional CardiologisT Joseph lewis, md, demonsTraTes how easy iT is To see and Compress 

The radial arTery. Compared To The Femoral aCCess siTe, The wrisT approaCh greaTly reduCes 

The risK oF Bleeding.
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These studies show that when a cardiologist is expe-
rienced and comfortable treating an acute heart at-
tack using the radial approach, not only is bleeding 
risk lower but there are fewer strokes, heart attacks 
and deaths in the 30 days following the procedure.  

a sTrong enDorsemenT  
from paTienTs
patient feedback on radial artery access cardiac 
catheterization has been overwhelmingly favorable. 
“patients come in asking specifically for the wrist 
approach,” says dr. lewis. “They may have heard 
about it from a friend or neighbor or had a previous 
procedure from the groin.” 

Kim white, assistant director of invasive cardi-
ology at The chester county hospital, agrees that 
people who have experienced a femoral procedure 
previously have the most positive things to say 
about radial access. “They are the ones we hear from 
the most,” she says. “They know that a femoral  
procedure can be more uncomfortable, particularly 

when to be concerned...
if you have new or worsening symptoms that raise 
concern about the risk of a heart attack, or if a test 
such as a stress test suggests increased risk, here are 
questions to ask:

is cardiac catheterization the best next step in 
evaluating my risk for a heart attack? what are 
the potential benefits and risks of the procedure?

am i a candidate for a radial approach to 
catheterization? if not, why?

is the doctor who will be performing the 
catheterization equally experienced and 
comfortable with a radial approach as he or  
she is with a femoral approach?

if the test shows i have blocked arteries, what is 
the next step? 

if there is more than one option for treatment, 
what factors determine which option is best  
for me?

continued >

 immediaTely aFTer The proCedure, The paTienT wears an 

inFlaTaBle radial arTery Compression deviCe For a shorT 

while, BuT They will leave The hospiTal wiTh JusT a small 

adhesive Bandage Covering The punCTure siTe.
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One of the Nation’s Top 
Cardiovascular Hospitals 
The Chester County Hospital and Health System has been named 

one of the nation’s 50 Top Cardiovascular Hospitals by Thomson 

Reuters. The study examined the performance of more than 1,000 

hospitals by analyzing outcomes for patients with heart failure 

and heart attacks and for those who received coronary bypass 

surgery and percutaneous coronary interventions such as  

angioplasties.

This is the first time The Chester County Hospital has been 

recognized with this honor. This year’s winners were announced  

in Modern Healthcare magazine.

“as the Hospital’s guiding vision is ‘to be the leading provider 

of care in the region and a national model for quality, service 

excellence, and fiscal stewardship,’ this recent accolade is quite 

fitting,” states President and CEO Michael Duncan. “We have long 

regarded our cardiovascular program as not only one of high 

quality, but one of the most comprehensive and innovative in the 

area. These services are made possible through our multidisci-

pline team of cardiovascular surgeons, nurses, physician  

assistants, anesthesiologists and cardiologists.”

 The CaTh laB Team (From leFT): Jill hargadon, phil gilmore, lynn wallaCe, donna 

Taylor, sarah hunsBerger, dell vanniColo, vivian nguyen, valerie dziados,  

JenniFer mCCullough, dr. mian Jan, dr. TimoThy BoyeK, and dr Joseph lewis.

         More at www.chester- 
countyhospital.org/synapse. To  
contact a physician about this type 
of procedure, call 610.738.2300.

the need to lay flat for hours.” she notes that 
people with back pain or other problems that 
make lying for a prolonged period difficult 
are much happier to have a radial procedure.

The wrisT approaCh— 
no Turning baCk now
The number of radial procedures performed 
at The chester county hospital has increased 
steadily over the 15 months it has been used. 
in november 2010, 22% of the catheter-
based procedures performed were done 
radially. in january 2012, 67% of the  
procedures performed used a radial  
approach. 

“This ship has sailed,” says dr jan. “we are 
‘married’ to the radial artery now.” he believes 
that as new catheters and smaller sheaths are 
developed for thinner arteries, the percent-
age of procedures done radially will increase 
even further.

dr. lewis is equally confident that the 
number and complexity of radial proce-
dures that take place at The chester county 
hospital will continue to grow. “The hospital 
is being very proactive. our percentages are 
ever increasing, and our results have been 
excellent.” during the 15 months we have 
performed radial procedures, there have 
been no reportable complications. only two 
femoral site complications were reported  
in 2010.

dr. lewis says they are now treating 
patients in the throes of acute heart attacks 
radially and are comfortable with the pro-
cedure. “we have performed a few,” he says, 
“and they went beautifully.”

By Debra Dreger
Photos by Rick Davis
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Legendary artist  
Leonardo da Vinci is 
revered for transform-
ing the art of painting 
with his mastery of 
the human body 
and the use of 
three-dimensional 
detail to bring his 
works to life.  
His study of human  
anatomy led to the  
design for what is  
considered the first robot  
in recorded history.

Inspired by da Vinci’s  
unprecedented understand-
ing of human anatomy, the da 
Vinci® robotic surgical system 
is a revolutionary technology 
that is changing the way surgery 
is performed in the operating room.  
The computer-enhanced system 
combines high definition 3D imaging, 
remote control technology and robotics 
to give surgeons unparalleled precision,  
dexterity and control. The technology 
enables surgeons to perform delicate 
procedures that are more exacting than 
conventional laparoscopy and less invasive 
than traditional open surgery.

A ProgrAm Built on  
new technology And  
existing exPertise

The latest and most sophisticated da 
Vinci Si™ Surgical System is now available 
through the Robotics Surgical Program at 
The Chester County Hospital. The program 
was officially launched in September 2011, 
but the Hospital’s commitment to establish-
ing the program began long before – with a 
dedication to detail and quality that would 
make the great master Leonardo himself 
proud. As a result, the program opened 
with a skill level rivaling similar programs 
that have been around a lot longer. 

“Surgical robotics is the next genera-
tion in minimally invasive surgery,” says 
Mary Kehner, Surgical Services Director at 
The Chester County Hospital. “From the 
very beginning, our vision was to build a 
robotics program that would provide the 
most advanced technology and surgical 
proficiency; but, most importantly, a pro-
gram that would ensure the best possible 
outcomes for our patients.”

A high level of expertise in robotic sur-
gery already existed at the Hospital prior 
to the formation and official launch of the 
program. Surgeons on staff at the Hospital 
had been performing robotic surgery for 
years. George Trajtenberg, MD, Medical 
Director of Surgical Services, says, “Their 
knowledge and experience helped to cre-
ate the foundation on which the Hospital 
began building its program. These hands-
on experts were involved in all the planning 
and orchestration of the program, and they 

joined forces to select and  
train the rest of the Operating 
Room staff.”

Utilizing the knowledge and 
experience already in place, 
the program quickly gelled.  
The Hospital’s Robotics 
Surgical Program was able 
to meet the high standards 
and stringent parameters 
set up by the Hospital far 
ahead of initial expecta-

tions. By the program’s 
launch, the team was func-

tioning at a level equivalent or 
above other programs that had 

been around far longer – which,  
according to Kehner and Trajten-
berg, made for a pretty remark-
able start to the program.

Physician Assistant Jim Kozub, 
a robotic surgery coordinator with 

30 years experience in the surgical field, 
was brought on board early in the pro-
cess to help build the Hospital’s robotics 
program. Kozub had been instrumental 

in building successful programs at other 
hospitals. He was immediately impressed 
with the dedication and commitment to the 
program shown by the surgeons, admin-
istrators and staff at The Chester County 
Hospital. “It has been exciting to be part 
of all this, because the Hospital is so firmly 
committed to the program. We have had 
the Hospital’s full support from the start,” 
Kozub says. “Absolutely everything you 
could ask for in a robotics program is here. 
Our patients can be sure of what they are 
getting. Really, really great care.”

According to Kozub, the numbers speak 
for themselves. “Just look at what we have 
accomplished for our patients already. In 
our first five months, we performed more 
than 100 surgeries, which was the volume 
expected for our first year. And the number 
keeps growing,” he adds. “We are achieving 
a volume that allows the program to  

Transforming Surgery  
with Revolutionary  
da Vinci Technology

continued >
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continue to build and maintain a high level 
of expertise that is very unique for a com-
munity-based hospital. and our patients are 
seeing excellent outcomes.”

reaping benefiTs in a  
new era in surgery 

robotic surgery is not the answer for every 
patient requiring surgery. But, for those 
who qualify for it, robotic surgery may offer 
significant benefits over other types of sur-
gery. in many cases, there is less pain and 
discomfort associated with robotic surgery, 
as well as a faster recovery, a lower chance 
for complications, reduced risk for infection, 
less blood loss, shorter hospital stays, and 
diminished scarring. 

“with all its benefits, however, robotic 
surgery is only as good as the human hands 
controlling the system itself,” says christina 
ellis, Md, a robotics-credentialed ob/Gyn. 
although the technology is called “robotic,” 
it takes a skilled surgeon with knowledge 
and experience to maneuver the technol-
ogy. “it is always the surgeon, not a robot, 
performing every aspect of surgery. in 
fact, the system does not make any surgi-
cal maneuvers without my direct control, 
whether it is to delicately grasp a miniscule 
blood vessel or to use tiny scissors to dis-
sect around sensitive structures. The degree 
of precisions is unparalleled.”

when performing robotic surgery, the 

surgeon does not operate by hand at the 
patient’s side, as is the case with traditional 
laparoscopic and open surgeries. instead, 
the surgeon performs robotic surgery by 
remote control from a console. 

The surgeon uses the console’s master 
controls to maneuver four robotic arms at-
tached to surgical instruments that actually 
perform the surgery through tiny incisions 
in the patient’s body. The system translates 
the surgeon’s hand, wrist and finger move-
ments to direct the robotic arms and instru-
ments with mirrored precision and a range 
of motion exceeding that of the human 
hand. as the surgeon works, a high defini-
tion monitor provides magnified, three 
dimensional images in real time from inside 
the patient via a mini camera inserted 
within a small incision.

although the surgeon remains at the 
console a few feet away, the patient is never 
alone. a full surgical team is at the patient’s 
side as the surgeon controls the robotic 
arms and maneuvers the instruments inside 
the patient. Team members are responsible 
for tasks that require close proximity to the 
patient, such as exchanging instruments as 
needed during the procedure. 

“There’s a nurse anesthetist. a physician 
assistant. an operating room nurse. and 
everyone is busy doing what they would 
normally do during any other type of surgi-
cal procedure. They are making sure the 

patient is well taken care of at all times,” ex-
plains Kozub. “and there are speakers built 
into the robot so the surgeon and team can 
speak directly with one another. They are in 
constant communication at all times.”

exTenDing The surgeon’s  
reaCh anD ConTrol

Melissa delaney, do, an accomplished ob/
Gyn surgeon in the robotics program at The 
chester county hospital, is a strong advo-
cate of robotic surgery and sings the praises 
of the da vinci system. “as a surgeon, i 
love this technology. it’s like i am able to 
shrink myself down to a miniature me and 
really get in there so i can see everything in 
magnified detail and manipulate tissue in 
ways that are far beyond my actual human 
capabilities,” says dr. delaney. “just by ma-
neuvering my fingers at the console, i can 
rotate my instruments to a degree that is 
impossible for my own wrist. i can get into 
spots that would be virtually impossible 
otherwise. i know i am a better surgeon 
with the robot, hands down.”

dr. delaney is also enthusiastic about 
the recovery process her patients experi-
ence following robotic surgery. “i am always 
impressed with how well my patients are 
healing. often, the biggest challenge i  
face is trying to convince my patients that 
they have to stay still following surgery.  
 

donald h. 
andersen, md
urology

 
ilene  
wong, md
urology

 
James  
Bollinger, md
urology

 
JeFFrey  
rosenBlum, md
urology
 

 
george 
henry, md
oB/gyn  
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They are in little pain,” she insists. “The 
fatigue of the healing process is the only 
thing that reminds many of my patients 
that they have just been through surgery.”

another gifted surgeon playing a signifi-
cant role in the hospital’s robotics program, 
Urologist donald andersen, Md, is equally 
as enthused by the surgical capabilities 
possible with robotics. dr. andersen has 
performed numerous robot-assisted sur-
geries and sees increased safety as an im-
portant plus when it comes to the benefits 
of the new technology. The da vinci system 
uses motion scaling and tremor reduction 
to minimize the chance of any unintended 
movements on the part of the surgeon as 
he or she operates. The system also per-
forms millions of safety self-checks during 
each surgery. 

“as a surgeon, i appreciate that the robot 
enhances my ability to perform surgery 
safely and efficiently. and i especially like 
that the system is always checking itself, 
constantly monitoring its functions and 
parts,” explains dr. andersen. “But as sophis-
ticated as the robot is, it is still a tool, and i 
am always in total control of what is going 
on at every step during surgery. i believe it 
is the blending of the technology with the 
skills of an experienced surgeon that makes 
this work so well.”

 

meeTing  
The surgiCal 
neeDs of The 
CommuniTy

Through its robotics 
surgical program, 
The chester county 
hospital offers 
patients access to 
one of the most 
technologically 
advanced and least 
invasive surgical 
tools in use today. 
robotic surgery is 
available to patients 
with varying medical 
issues, including a 
wide range of gyne-
cological and uro-
logical conditions. 
as the hospital’s robotics program 
continues to grow, more and more types 
of surgeries will be made available in the 
future. For patients who are not candidates 
for robotic surgery, the hospital’s multidis-
ciplinary team of surgeons provides the 
latest in state-of-the-art minimally invasive 
laparoscopic surgical options and tradi-
tional open surgical procedures.

if you or a loved one has been diagnosed  
with a condition that may require surgery, 

 
the experts at The chester county hospi-
tal will help you explore all your medical 
options, including, least invasive and most 
revolutionary surgical care available.

By Beth L. Eburn
Photos by Rick Davis & John Welsh

 
 
 

T e s T i M o n i a l

at age 47, sandi chadwick thought pelvic 
pain was just something she was going to have to accept... 
until she met with her gynecologist and learned that robotic 
surgery could provide her an alternative for a pain-free life.  
To read sandi’s story and see her video testimonial, go to  
www.chestercountyhospital.org/synapse.
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         More at www.chester- 
countyhospital.org/synapse. To  
contact a physician about this type 
of procedure, call 610.738.2300.
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neighborhood health 2011 homeCare elite
neighborhood health has been named to the 2011 homeCare elite™, a compilation of the top-performing home 

health agencies in the united states. now in its sixth year, the homeCare elite identifies the top 25 percent of 

agencies and further highlights the top 100 and top 500 agencies overall. winners are ranked by an analysis of 

performance measures in quality outcomes, process of care measures, and financial performance. 

“it	is	increasingly	challenging	to	manage	the	cost/quality	equation.	the	2011	homecare	elite	winners	demon-

strate a commitment to providing patients with the best possible care while managing their business efficiently 

and	effectively,”	said	amanda	twiss,	ceo	of	ocs	and	my	innerview.	“this	year,	we	updated	our	methodology	to	

reflect industry focus and, based on this rigorous analysis, we congratulate neighborhood health on being one  

of	the	top	home	care	agencies	in	the	country.”	Pictured with a prospective patient is Debbie Travers, RN, COS-C, 

 Neighborhood Health Homecare Nurse (left)

        newsmakers

Fore health invitational
pga professional sean o’hair thinks the true champ in this photo is 

little Bryce who was born at just 2 lbs. after months in the niCu,  

eye surgery and heart surgery, Bryce is happy and healthy. The 

willistown auxiliary teamed up with the Benton and mears Families 

and the o’hairs to produce the 2011 Fore health invitational –  

a great day of golf that raised $65,000 in support of women’s  

and Children’s health services. Pictured with Sean O’Hair are Bryce 

and his parents, Jennifer and Brian Kash.
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dilworthtown inn wine Festival
heart & sole 5K for Cancer Chairwoman megan gatto 

(center) celebrates after a successful event at the 

2011 dilworthtown inn wine Festival with her sister, 

elizabeth Fremont, and her friend patrice stilley. The 

wine Festival, organized by the greystone and Bran-

dywine auxiliaries, celebrated its 20th anniversary 

with a record donation of $62,000.

 

shine gala
The 2011 shining star, gretchen Bowker, celebrates 

with oncologist david grossman, md, at the shine 

gala. gretchen was honored for her and her com-

mittee’s fundraising efforts on behalf of patient care 

through	the	gordon	“gordy”	bowker	memorial	golf	

Tournament. The shine gala raised $100,000 to  

provide services for patients living with cancer.  

 

Chester County day
guests of the nation’s oldest house tour enjoyed a sculpture garden and 

so much more on the 71st annual Chester County day. The event raised 

$112,000 for life-saving monitoring equipment for the emergency  

department. on the 2011 tour, guests experienced Chester County’s  

finest examples of original, reclaimed, restored, new and historically 

significant homes. 
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Healing 
    through Art

 piCTured, From leFT: miKe dunCan, presidenT and Ceo  

oF The ChesTer CounTy hospiTal and healTh sysTem;  

arTisT lin weBBer, and healing arT worKs Board  

memBers paTTy Cunningham and lisa prinzo

strolling on a warm beach at 
sunrise. nestling in a cozy spot 
with a favorite book. listening 
to the rhythmic sound of a bab-
bling brook. it can be relatively easy to 
let your mind escape from reality to any 
one of these familiar relaxing moments. 
reflecting on those instances when you 
had time to just breathe and simply  
enjoy the here and now can give 
you enough energy to handle any-
thing that life throws at you.

 For a patient in the hospital 
whose level of worry, stress or fa-
tigue may be higher than normal, 
being able to relax by shifting their 
focus toward something more 
calming can be beneficial in their 
recovery. in a hospital, artwork  
can foster mental escapism to 
promote healing.

The chester county hospital 
and health system and healing art 
works are collaborating to intro-
duce original artwork into patient 
care spaces at the hospital.

 with a motto of “Healing through art 
– one room at a time,“ healing art works 
is an exton-based non-profit committed to 
supporting emotional and physical heal-

ing through fine art by placing donated 
original artwork in patient rooms at medi-
cal centers and outpatient facilities.

 healing art works believes the value of 
original works of art in patient care spaces 
will complement The chester county 
hospital’s drive to “Make lives Better every 
day” by enhancing patient, family and 
staff experiences.

 Based on guidance from the hospital, 
healing art works will begin a nationwide 
solicitation of artists to submit potential 
art for juried selection. The featured artist 
for The chester county hospital’s project 

is lin webber, a local artist who is known 
for her bucolic chester county landscapes.

 driven by a commitment to patient-
centered care, the hospital is  
embarking on a 93,000-square-foot  
campus expansion to better serve the 
needs of the community it serves. healing 
art works will be working with the hospi-
tal to collect artwork for the new state-

of-the-art patient rooms, which will 
also have large windows for daylight.

 since its founding in 2005,  
healing art works has collected  
approximately 250 pieces of  
original art from artists nationwide. 
The partnership with The chester  
county hospital represents the 
group’s fifth project. healing art 
works has also provided fine art  
for the penn state Milton s. hershey 
Medical center, The children’s hospi-
tal of philadelphia, the american  
cancer society hope lodge and  
cooper University hospital.

 

         More at www.chester- 
countyhospital.org/synapse.  
To learn how you can support the 
Hospital, call 610.431.5108.



■ peripheral vascular disease 
(pvd) is a serious disease that  
affects millions of americans 
over age 50. 

■ people with pvd have a two  
to six times greater chance  
of death from a heart attack  
or a stroke. 

■ every 45 seconds someone in 
the united states has a stroke. 

■	 pvd increases your chances of 
blood clots, heart attack, stroke, 
and even death.

peripheral vascular screening
early signs of cardiovascular disease 
can be caught and potentially treated 
before problems occur. a peripheral 
vascular screening can help to deter-
mine your risk for Coronary heart  
disease by assessing your risk for 
peripheral vascular disease. The 
screening is painless and non-invasive 
and takes about 30-minutes. Testing 
includes an abdominal aortic aneu-
rysm screening, an ultrasound review 
of carotid arteries, and an ankle bra-
chial index, all of which are completed 
at The Chester County hospital and 
reviewed by a board-certified vascular 
surgeon or cardiologist.

aaa medicare Benefit
you may be eligible for a free abdomi-
nal aortic aneurysm screening when 
you become a medicare participant. 
as a participant, you are eligible for 
a	one-time	“welcome	to	medicare”	
physical exam within the first 12 
months of your medicare part B  
effective date. during your exam,  
ask for a referral for an aaa screening 
and the cost for it will be covered.

The fee for this screening is $79.*

hours: weekdays 8 – 11:30am

 *Flexible spending funds can be used.

peace of mind
priceless

peace of mind
priceless

peace of mind
priceless

one of the most common and dangerous 
cardiovascular diseases is hiding among us.

 More than 8 million americans have  
peripheral vascular disease. 

 To learn more 
about peripheral  
vascular screenings  
or to schedule one,  
call 610.738.2771.

screening includes
aBdominal aorTiC  
aneurysm sCan 
an ultrasound scan of 
the aorta, the body’s 
main artery. The scan 
can detect the pres-
ence of an aneurysm.

CaroTid sCan  
This scan consists of a 
quick ultrasound of the 
carotid arteries in the 
neck and a blood 
pressure check for  
hypertension. This 
exam can detect one 
of the most frequent 
causes of stroke – 
significant internal 
carotid artery stenosis.

anKle BraChial index  
This is a comparison 
of the blood pressure 
readings from the arms 
and legs. This exam 
can quickly determine 
if there is impairment 
in the circulation to the 
limbs due to peripheral 
vascular disease.
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